
«Walter Gropius (1883—1969, Germany), German American architect and educator who,
particularly as director of the Bauhaus (1919–28), exerted a major influence on the development
of modern architecture.» (Encyclopedia Britannica)

“Sociological Premises for the Minimum Dwelling
of Urban Industrial Populations” (1929)
by Walter Gropius
from Scope of Total Architecture

(The book where the ideals of the modern movement in architecture, city planning, and
design is explained by one of the twentieth century’s greatest architects, Walter Gropius)
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The second International Congress of Modern Architecture, CIAM-2, was held in Frankfurt in 1929. At the time, one of the most impressive
housing experiments was taking place: Ernst May and his colleagues’ Social-Democratic settlement Project, Das Neue Frankfurt (New Frankfurt).
May’s experimental settlement figured prominently into the debates and architects met to study these planning models. Le Corbusier, Walter
Gropius, Ernst May, and Mart Stam (all participants in the Weißenhof project) were the prime contributors to this Frankfurt summit.

Ernst May & Emil Kaufmann: Experimental Housing in “New Frankfurt” (1926-1929)

Most of the authors who wrote on the problem of
minimum dwelling for the CIAM-2 Frankfurt
conference were communists (Teige, Stam, Schmidt)
or at the least Social-Democrats (May, Victor
Bourgeois, Schütte-Lihotzky), and so they expressed
a common sense of solidarity with the urban
working class.

Mart Stam
(1899–1986,
Netherlands) was a
Dutch architect, urban
planner, and furniture
designer.

Emil Kaufmann
(1891–1953, U.S.)
was an Austrian art
and architecture

historian.

Ernst May
(1886—1970,
Germany) was a
German architect
and city planner.



The Weißenhof Project is a housing estate which was built for exhibition in Stuttgart in 1927 and included twenty-one buildings comprising sixty dwellings, designed by seventeen European
architects. It was advertised as a prototype of future workers' housing, in fact each of these houses was customized and furnished on a budget far out of a normal worker's reach.

Hans Scharoun’s House at the Weißenhof
Stuttgart Exhibit, 1927

Outside Le Corbusier’s 
Weißenhof house, 1927



Karel Teige’s masterpiece on “The Minimum Dwelling”
(Nejmenší byt), 1931

Karel Teige (1900 –1951, Prague) was a Czech modernist
avant-garde artist, writer, critic and one of the most
important figures of the 1920s and 1930s movement.

The Minimum Dwelling is a blueprint for a new way of
living. It calls for a radical rethinking of domestic space
and of the role of modern architecture in the planning,
design, and construction of new dwelling types for the
working class.

CIAM-2 explicitly took up the question of
the Existenzminimum and also the debate between May
and Walter Gropius over low-rise versus high-rise
solutions was notable.

As Karel Teige later noted, in his magisterial 1931 study
on The Minimum Dwelling, “The International
Congresses of Modern Architecture [CIAMs] have placed
the question of the minimum dwelling on its agenda as a
top priority, and declared it the most urgent task to be
undertaken by the architectural avant-garde in all its
practical work and theoretical deliberations, to be
coordinated by its members in international cooperation
in order to clarify and study the subject in all its
complexity and ramifications.”

Promotional Poster for the CIAM-2 
Conference in Frankfurt 

Hans Leistikow, 1929

Die Wohnung für das Existenzminimum 

(The Dwelling for Minimal Existence)



Mart Stam stated, at Frankfurt, the need to produce standardized models to house the
oppressed classes of society was explicit. In the article that Stam later submitted to Das Neue
Frankfurt during the 1929 CIAM conference, he clearly stated his conviction that “the
minimum requirements in housing and the standard of living of many thousands of the
working population remain unsatisfied.”.

“We need enough flats of sufficient quality to meet the needs of the poor and homeless,”
asserted May, in the article he wrote for the conference. “We need flats for subsistence living.”

Such conditions were, for the architectural avant-garde, simply unacceptable.

Karel Teige (far left) with Le Corbusier (far right)



During the years following the First World War, determination of deep rooted changes in the social structure of nations, which require
the establishment of new standards in regard to the type and size of the necessary dwelling units, and recognition of the evolutionary
development of man’s biological and sociological life processes have been the starting point for the establishment of a practical
program for realizing the minimum dwelling.

For Corbusier, May, and Gropius, the question of determining minimum requirements for human habitation was both
a biological and sociological matter.

In terms of its social mission, it was the first modernist effort focused directly on providing housing to low-income families, the working
poor and pauperized intellectuals.

As Stam observed, even the houses at Weißenhof had been designed for the middle-class. At Frankfurt, by contrast, the need to
produce standardized models to house the oppressed classes of society was explicit.



The history of sociology is the story of man’s gradual evolution from the wilderness through barbarism to civilization.

The late German sociologist Müller-Lyer, whose sociological research are referred to, distinguishes between four major legal
eras of human society:
1. The era of kinship and tribal law
2. The era of the family and family law
3. The era of the individual and individual law
4. The future era of co-operatives and communal law
He establishes these as the successive phases of gradual social refinement.

Thus the concept of the tribe and the patriarchal family evolves into the ideal of an independent individual and finally evolves
into that of a future communal union which transcends the individual.

With the progressive appearence of the individual, the human birth rate decreased. The will of the individual, which was
armed with the means provided by scientific achievements, tended toward voluntary birth control for reasons of
predominantly economic nature. In civilized countries the decline in birth rate and the resulting decrease in family size
progressed at a similar pace. The birth rate in the various countries decreased with increasing industrialization.



At those times, the rented apartment was replacing the ancestral family home, and a new era of
independent individuals began.

The confined dwelling was also losing its suitability for social intercourse, and intellectual inspiration
was sought outside the family circle; the number of restaurants and clubs for men and women was
increasing rapidly.

Most of the former family functions were gradually being assumed by society, and the importance
of the family decreased despite its continued existence, while the state as such becomes
institutionalized.

Viacheslav Vladimirov’s Workers’ Club for the Compressor Factory (1927-1929)



As one further phenomenon: Notions of women’s rights and the changing role of the family
influenced their designs. Gropius, paraphrasing Müller-Lyer’s arguments, thus wrote:

«As the family era was ushered in by the rise of man, so the individual era is characterized
by the awakening and progressive emancipation of woman. Woman’s duty of obedience to
man vanishes, and the laws of society gradually grant her rights equal to those of men. As
the family transfers numerous domestic chores to the machinery of socialized production,
woman’s sphere of domestic activity shrinks and she looks beyond the family for an outlet
for her natural need for occupation: she enters the world of business and industry. In turn
industry, rejuvenated on basically new foundations by the machine, shows woman the
impractical nature of her domestic hand labor.»

Thus the process is the manifestation of an internal drive which is connected with the
intellectual and economic emancipation of woman to equal partnership with man.

KPD (Communist Party of Germany)
Journal for Working Women, 1929

Kitchen factory, 1928: Designed so as to eliminate degrading,
tedious domestic labor for women



The rise to independence of the woman dissolved a powerful family bond.

Social-Democratic Workers’ Party of Austria: Women’s Demonstration, Vienna (1930)

The sociological facts must first be clarified in order that the ideal
minimum of a life necessity, the dwelling, and the minimum cost of its
production may be found.

Then, they attempt to establish minimum standards for all countries,
based on biological facts and geographic and climatic
conditions. Because, the actual minimum was varying according to local
conditions of city and country, landscape and climate; a given quantity of
air space in the dwelling has different meanings in a narrow city street
and in a sparsely settled suburb.



Gropius wrote: “The problem of the minimum dwelling is that of establishing the
elementary minimum of space, air, light and heat required by man in order that he
be able to fully develop his life functions without experiencing restrictions due to his
dwelling.”

The hygienists observed that, given good conditions of ventilation and sunlight,
man’s requirements of living space from the biological viewpoint are very small. At
the same time, if the provision of light, sun, air and warmth is culturally more
important and, with normal land prices, more economical than an increase in
space, then the rules dictated: enlarge the windows, reduce the size of rooms,
economize on food rather than heat.

A Room of One’s Own: Gropius’ Private Bedroom at Bauhaus Dessau, with built-in cabinets (1926)

According to Le Corbusier and his cousin Jeanneret, “our studies…result in a revision
of the dwelling’s functions, with this short, concise (and so very revolutionary) phrase
as a slogan: ‘breathe, hear, see’ or again: ‘air, sound, light’ or again: ‘ventilation and
isothermics (even temperature), acoustics, radiation of light,’ etc.”

In a similar vein, Gropius ecstatically proclaimed: “Maximum light, sun, and air for all
dwellings!” All these basic hygienic functions would contribute to the overall health
and livability of the minimum dwelling.

Le Corbusier’s & Pierre Jeanneret’s Flats for a Subsistence Minimum (1928)



Privacy within the context of the dwelling was a top priority in its avant-garde designers. For most of
the those who convened at the Frankfurt summit, this meant the provision of separate rooms for
each individual living within a single housing unit.

“To allow for the increasing development of more pronounced individuality of life within the
society,” wrote Gropius, “and the individual’s justified demand for occasional withdrawal from his
surroundings, it is necessary, moreover, to establish the following ideal minimum requirement: every
adult shall have his own room, small though it may be!”



Margarete Grete Schütte-Lihotzsky, one of the drawings of the Frankfurt kitchen, 1925.

One of the major design concerns of the minimum dwelling at the Frankfurt conference thus centered around the ergonomic arrangement of the kitchen.

Indeed, two new major design proposals for the standard kitchen had been introduced in the year leading up to CIAM-2: The Stuttgart Weißenhof estate and Schütte-Lihotzky’s
Frankfurt kitchen. Both of these models differed from the statistically-average kitchen in terms of their dimensions and the variety of appliances they included.

The Soviet modernist Nikolai Miliutin, though not in attendance at CIAM-2 in Frankfurt, proposed the following year the “collectivization” of petty household chores through
the institution of public kitchens, day-cares, cafeterias, and laundries.



One of the first modern housing samples which was standardized as Gemeinde-Wien Type in Austria.
(38 m2 on the left, 48 m2 on the right).

By Ernst May and Emil Kaufmann.
A mini apartment house with a foldable bed,
Existenzminimum, Frankfurt, 1929.



As a result, the internal structure of the industrial family made it turn from the one-family
house toward the multistory apartment house, and finally toward the centralized master
household.

Whereas the detached one-family house is more suited to the needs of other, the large
apartment building satisfies more nearly the sociological requirements of present-day
industrial populations with their symptomatic liberation of the individual.

In addition, the large high-rise apartment building offered considerable cultural advantages as
compared to the walk-up apartment house with a small number of floors. For example, in the
case of offering alternates of parallel blocks of apartments with north-south orientation and
having blocks of varying height (two to ten floors).



The results derived from this comparison ensure that the large high-rise apartment building will have the biologically important
advantages of more sun and light, larger distances between neighboring buildings, and the possibility of providing extensive,
connected parks and play areas between the blocks. It thus appears necessary to develop the well-organized high-rise apartment
building technically, incorporating in its design the ideas of the centralized master household, i.e., to develop gradually the
centralization and specialization of the domestic work associated with the small family.

Such a large apartment house does not represent a necessary evil accompanying a period of regressive decay, but a biologically
motivated, genuine residential building type of the future for urban industrial populations.



Moisei Ginzburg’s & Ignatii Milinis’
Narkomfin Workers’ Collective (1928-
1931)

Moisei Ginzburg’s & Ignatii Milinis’ Narkomfin Workers’
Collective for the People’s Commissariat of Finance (1928-
1931)

Moisei Ginzburg, blueprint for a “Type K” apartment in his
Narkomfin complex

Moisei Ginzburg, bedroom interior of a “Type K” 
Apartment in the Narkomfin complex (1928)

Moisei Ginzburg meeting with builders on site for the 
Narkomfin building (1928)

The Narkomfin Building was designed by Moisei Ginzburg with Ignaty Milinis, and built in Moscow between 1928-32. This apartment block,
designed for high rank employees at the Narkomfin.

As advertised by the architects, the apartments were to form an intervention into the everyday life of the inhabitants by offering communal
facilities such as kitchens, creches and laundry as part of the block, the tenants were encouraged into a more socialist and, by taking women
out of their traditional roles, feminist way of life.


